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Abstract: Chirality is a fundamental feature in biology, from the molecular to the organismal level.
An animal has chirality in the left–right asymmetric structure and function of its body. In general,
chirality occurring at the molecular and organ/organism scales has been studied separately. However,
recently, chirality was found at the cellular level in various species. This “cell chirality” can serve as
a link between molecular chirality and that of an organ or animal. Cell chirality is observed in the
structure, motility, and cytoplasmic dynamics of cells and the mechanisms of cell chirality formation
are beginning to be understood. In all cases studied so far, proteins that interact chirally with F-actin,
such as formin and myosin I, play essential roles in cell chirality formation or the switching of a cell’s
enantiomorphic state. Thus, the chirality of F-actin may represent the ultimate origin of cell chirality.
Links between cell chirality and left–right body asymmetry are also starting to be revealed in various
animal species. In this review, the mechanisms of cell chirality formation and its roles in left–right
asymmetric development are discussed, with a focus on the fruit fly Drosophila, in which many of the
pioneering studies were conducted.
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1. Chirality Appears as a Hierarchical Structure in Biology
Chirality has been a fascinating problem in biology. A substance is chiral if it cannot be
superimposed on its mirror image. The chirality of biomolecules is fundamental for almost every event
occurring in an organism. The specific three-dimensional structure of biopolymers, most of which
are chiral, is an essential precondition underlying, for example, enzymatic reactions and molecular
recognition. The chirality of biopolymers, including proteins and polysaccharides, depends on the
homochirality of their building blocks, such as amino acids and sugars. A substance is homochiral if
all of its constituent units have the same chiral form, designated as an enantiomer. In cells, amino acids
are L-chiral, while sugars are D-chiral, except for some rare cases [1]. The origin of such homochirality
is a fundamental question in understanding how life began. However, it is still not clear how and
when homochirality first emerged [2].
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Another fascinating chirality-related question in biology involves the directional left–right (LR)
asymmetry of organ and body structures. Although links between molecular chirality and organ
chirality have been proposed, these phenomena have mostly been studied independently of each
other. In the middle of the 19th century, inversion of the LR asymmetric internal organs was reported
in humans, although experimental approaches for understanding this observation at the time were
severely limited [3]. In the early 20th century, Spemann and Huxley studied conjoined twins of newts,
which were generated experimentally by tying embryos with a hair to only partially divide them in half.
The laterality was always normal in the left-hand twin, but half of the right-hand twins showed LR
inversion in their internal organs [4]. This was probably the first evidence that mechanisms directing
LR polarity exist in developing embryos.
At about the same time, the genetic mechanisms controlling LR asymmetry attracted the attention
of prominent geneticists. In Pulmonata (freshwater snails), mutations that affect the handedness of
the shell coiling and the internal organs were isolated from natural populations [5]. One of the first
mutations to be discovered was the inversed shell-coiling variant in the Lymnaea snail. Alfred Henry
Sturtevant, a former student of Thomas Hunt Morgan, revealed that this mutant was recessive and
maternally inherited [6]. Until recently, studies on biological chirality at the level of molecules and
organisms were generally independent, and chirality appeared as a hierarchical structure in biology.
Today, links between chirality at the molecular and organismal levels are slowly beginning to be
understood [7–10]. Notably, between these two layers of biological chirality, chirality at the cellular
level was discovered [10–17].
2. Cells Have Chirality
Once techniques for culturing various mammalian cells were established, potential chirality
in the structures and motions of these cells was investigated in vitro [18]. The organization of the
actin cytoskeleton was found to exhibit some chirality [19]. However, in general, the resolution of
the analyses was not sufficient to confirm the chirality of cells until recently. Thus, chirality at the
cellular level was not studied until modern techniques such as confocal microscopy and live imaging
enabled the structures and motion of cells to be clearly detected in detail. These studies revealed that
different cultured vertebrate cells had intrinsic chirality [20–25]. Chirality was observed in various
cell characteristics, including their migration direction and trajectory, arrangement among other cells,
and intracellular dynamics [20–25]. Similar techniques were also used in vivo to detect cell chirality
in Drosophila [11]. In addition, Dictyostelium discoideum, a cellular slime mold, shows chirality in
its locomotion at the single-cell stage [26]. These findings together show that chirality is a general
characteristic of eukaryotic cells. These chiral behaviors of eukaryotic cells are generally designated as
“cell chirality” and have been described in several reviews [15,16,27,28]. In other reviews in this special
issue, the cell chirality of various cultured cells is discussed. In addition, the cell chirality observed in
Pulmonata snails and Dictyostelium discoideum is described in other reviews in this special issue. Here,
we will focus on cell chirality in the embryonic gut of Drosophila melanogaster, which was the first case
of cell chirality identified in vivo (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Enantiomorphic states (dextral and sinistral) of the cell chirality found in wild-type (left
panel) and the MyoID mutant (right panel) are correlated with the direction of hindgut rotation
2 cell chirality in the wild-type hindgut epithelium
observed in the Drosophila embryo [11]. (A) To detect
(shown by a black rectangle) before hindgut rotation (upper), the apical cell boundaries of the hindgut
epithelial cells were visualized (bottom). The angle X between the apical cell boundaries and the
anterior–posterior axis of the hindgut (shown by A-P) was measured, and the left–right (LR) bias of the
angle X distribution was analyzed [11]. The anterior, posterior, dorsal, ventral, left, and right directions
in the embryo are indicated. (B) Apical cell boundaries tend to slant to the left with respect to the
anterior–posterior axis of the hindgut before hindgut rotation in wild type (left panel). In the MyoID
mutant, in which the hindgut rotates sinistrally, the slanting of the cell boundaries becomes the mirror
image of the wild type (right panel).

3. Cellular Basis for LR Asymmetric Morphogenesis in Drosophila
Studies on the mechanisms underlying LR asymmetric development in various invertebrates,
including Drosophila, Caenorhabditis elegans, and Pulmonata snails, revealed the contributions of chirality
at the cellular level [11,29,30]. Using Drosophila as a model, our group discovered cell chirality in vivo
and revealed a connection between cell chirality and LR asymmetric development (Figure 1) [11]. This
species has various organs that demonstrate directional LR asymmetry, including the embryonic and
adult gut, testes, genitalia, and brain [31–35]. Among these organs, the embryonic gut is the first to
develop LR asymmetry during embryogenesis [31]. The embryonic gut is composed of three major
parts—the foregut, midgut, and hindgut—all of which show LR asymmetry in their structure and
relative position in the body cavity [31]. LR defects in these structures are found in fewer than 1% of
wild-type embryos, indicating that LR asymmetry is stringently determined [31].
The Drosophila embryonic hindgut has a simple tubular structure, which is suitable for studying
the morphological changes occurring in its tissue and cells during LR asymmetric development. The
embryonic hindgut is formed LR symmetrically at early stage 12, although its anterior part curves
to the ventral side of the embryo and connects with the midgut (Figure 1) [11]. Subsequently, the
embryonic hindgut rotates 90 degrees counterclockwise as viewed from the posterior end of the
embryo, at stage 12–13, which causes the organ to curve to the right (Figure 1) [11]. To determine
which tissue provides the active force that drives hindgut rotation, the hindgut was dissected out
before its rotation, and cultured [14]. The cultured hindgut rotated just like in vivo, indicating that the
active force driving its rotation comes from the hindgut itself, and not from surrounding organs or
tissues in the embryo. The hindgut is composed of an epithelial tube and visceral muscles overlying it.
The hindgut of a mutant in which the visceral muscles fail to differentiate and overlie the epithelial
tube still rotates normally, indicating that the epithelial tube is sufficient to drive its own rotation [31].
In addition, cell proliferation does not occur in the hindgut during the rotation, nor does apoptosis
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contribute to this process [36,37]. Thus, the hindgut rotation was predicted to be induced by cell-shape
changes and/or by rearrangements of hindgut epithelial cells, with LR asymmetry.
4. Cell Chirality Drives LR Asymmetric Development in Drosophila
The hindgut epithelium in Drosophila is a simple columnar epithelium that shows typical
apical–basal polarity [31]. In the hindgut epithelium, the apical surface of each cell faces the lumen
of the gut tube. In epithelia, the apical cell boundaries are often responsible for inducing epithelial
morphogenesis [38,39]. To investigate this process, LR asymmetry in the shape of the apical cell
boundaries was analyzed. Although the most anterior part of the hindgut curves ventrally before it
rotates, the rest of this organ has a straight tubular structure [11]. Thus, the anterior–posterior axis
of the tube can be determined accurately by analyzing micrograph images. Using these pictures,
we measured the angle between the anterior–posterior axis and each cell boundary. The results in
wild-type embryos showed that the apical cell boundaries slanted leftwards on average (Figure 1, left
panel). The microscope images revealed that the apical surface of each hindgut epithelial cell was
an ellipse, with its major axis running in the general direction of the anterior–posterior axis of the
hindgut. These major axes slanted leftwards with respect to the anterior–posterior axis of this organ
before its rotation [14]. This slanting was observed over the entire circumference of the hindgut tube.
After the 90-degree counterclockwise rotation of the hindgut, the leftward slant of the cell boundaries
and of the major axis of the apical–surface cells disappeared [11,14]. Considering that each hindgut
epithelial cell has apical–basal polarity, these observations also indicate that the hindgut epithelial
cells are chiral because their original image cannot be superimposed on their mirror image [11]. This
chirality at the cellular level is called “planar cell chirality” [11]. After rotation of the hindgut, the cell
chirality disappeared, and the hindgut epithelial cells became achiral [11,14].
The contribution of cell chirality to the embryonic hindgut rotation was demonstrated by
computer simulations using two- and three-dimensional vertex models that recapitulated the apical cell
boundaries of the hindgut epithelial tube [11,14]. In these vertex models, a contraction force that was
LR asymmetrical with respect to the anterior–posterior axis of the model epithelium was introduced to
recapitulate the cell chirality that is observed in vivo [11,14]. By setting certain conditions, the observed
cell chirality could be replicated, at least to some extent, in this model epithelium [11,14]. Next, because
the cell chirality disappeared after embryonic hindgut rotation in vivo [11], we introduced such a
transition from chiral to achiral states as introduced into the computer simulation, and this transition
induced the LR directional rotation of the model gut tube [11,14]. These results suggested that the loss
of cell chirality could induce the LR-directional rotation of the hindgut [11,14]. We speculate that the
dissolution of cell chirality induces a chiral change in the shape of the cells in the epithelial tube, which
consequently drives tissue deformation leading to the counterclockwise rotation of the hindgut.
Drosophila melanogaster is a useful model organism in which genetic analyses can be performed to
investigate various biological processes, including LR asymmetric development. Using this organism,
we conducted a large-scale genetic screen to identify mutants affecting the LR asymmetric development
of the embryonic gut. This screen identified MyosinID (MyoID) and Drosophila E-cadherin (DE-cad) as
mutants that reversed and randomized the LR asymmetry of the embryonic hindgut, respectively
(for the MyoID mutant, see Figure 1, right panel) [31]. MyoID is a conserved myosin I family protein
(Figure 2) that is encoded by the Myosin31DF gene in Drosophila [40]. Strikingly, in homozygotes of
various MyoID loss-of-function mutants, including a null allele, the LR asymmetry of the embryonic
and adult hindgut, testes, and male genitalia were mirror images of their wild-type counterparts [31,32].
A null mutant of MyoID was homozygous viable and fertile, suggesting that MyoID has a specific
role in LR asymmetric development, although it also contributes to other cellular events [41,42]. We
analyzed the cell chirality of the hindgut epithelium in a MyoID homozygote and found that it also
was the mirror image (sinistral) of its wild-type counterpart (dextral) (Figures 1 and 2) [11].
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frequency; approximately 10% of the cell junctions showed remodeling during the entire rotation of the
hindgut [14]. However, the junctional remodeling did not show a detectable LR bias [14]. The observed
junctional remodeling could probably be accounted for by the simultaneous convergent extension that
is known to be required for axial elongation of the hindgut tube [44]. Based on these findings, we
proposed that the sliding of nuclei reflects a change in the relative position of epithelial cells caused by
changes in the chiral cell shape, without the need for LR asymmetric junctional remodeling [14]. We
designated these novel cell dynamics as “cell sliding” [14].

Figure 3. The dissolution of cell chirality induces cell sliding in vivo (upper) and in silico (lower)
through
the chirality
cell shapes.
Figure 3.slow
Thedeformations
dissolution ofincell
induces cell sliding in vivo (upper) and in silico (lower)
through slow deformations in the cell shapes.
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(4000 steps) (Figure 3) [14]. Thus, the timing of the initiation of gut tube rotation coincided with that
of cell sliding but not with the rapid cancellation of the chiral cell shape, suggesting that cell sliding
is the primary cause of gut tube rotation (Figure 3) [14]. In other words, these observations suggested
that the dissolution of cell chirality is a mechanically rapid process, whereas cell sliding is a tissue
deformation process that is much slower (Figure 3) [14]. On the other hand, the contribution of cell-
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that of cell sliding but not with the rapid cancellation of the chiral cell shape, suggesting that cell
sliding is the primary cause of gut tube rotation (Figure 3) [14]. In other words, these observations
suggested that the dissolution of cell chirality is a mechanically rapid process, whereas cell sliding is a
tissue deformation process that is much slower (Figure 3) [14]. On the other hand, the contribution of
cell-boundary rearrangement is minor, although it was included in our vertex model. In a modified
vertex model in which cell-boundary rearrangement was prohibited, but was otherwise the same as
the original model, the cell sliding and gut tube rotation were induced similarly as in the original
model [14]. Thus, cell sliding is not necessarily coupled with cell-boundary remodeling, although these
events are not mutually exclusive. For example, in the male genitalia, cell chirality induces anisotropic
cell-boundary remodeling that drives the rotation of an epithelial ring during the rotation of this
organ [13]. In this system, the distribution of myosin II at the apical cell boundaries shows chirality,
which introduces a chiral contraction force to the boundaries, consequently inducing anisotropic
cell-boundary remodeling [13]. In contrast, cell-shape changes induce cell sliding in the hindgut
epithelium, probably because this tissue is small enough to achieve its rotation without cell-boundary
remodeling. Thus, cell sliding appears to be an intermediate cell behavior linking the dissolution of cell
chirality with gut-tube rotation [14]. The dissolution of cell chirality induces a rapid alteration in cell
shape, which is not directly linked to the hindgut rotation but is slowly converted into a chiral change
in the relative positions of cells, which can be observed as a chiral tissue deformation, consequently
resulting in hindgut rotation [14].
6. Mechanisms of Cell Chirality Formation
The mechanisms of cell chirality formation in Drosophila are beginning to be understood [10,11,43].
We previously proposed that a default state of LR asymmetry exists in this species, which was revealed
in the MyoID mutant as the inversed LR asymmetry of various organs, including the embryonic
and adult gut and the male genitalia [31,32]. In all cases investigated, inversed LR asymmetry has
been coupled with a sinistral cell chirality in the organ [11,13,45]. Thus, the enantiomorphic state of
the cell chirality is switched by MyoID, although MyoID is not required for the initial formation of
sinistral cell chirality (Figure 2). These observations show that the sinistral state of cell chirality is the
default condition in Drosophila [11]. A similar default chirality state was found in the blastomeres of
Lymnaea stagnalis, a Pulmonata snail that maternally carries a formin gene mutation [8]. In this case,
formin plays a similar role as MyoID in Drosophila. In Drosophila, the DE-cad gene was identified as
another LR-asymmetry-related gene, as discussed above [11]. Notably, the distribution of the DE-cad
protein at the adherens junctions of the hindgut epithelium shows dextral and sinistral chirality in
wild-type and MyoID mutants, respectively [11]. We also revealed that DE-cad is epistatic to MyoID in
the LR asymmetry phenotype of the embryonic hindgut, suggesting that the DE-cad protein functions
downstream of the MyoID protein [11]. These results indicate that the formation of the default cell
chirality requires DE-cad, although the molecular function of DE-cad in LR asymmetric development
remains unclear [11].
Three myosin I-family genes, MyoID, Myosin IC (MyoIC), and MyosinIB (MyoIB), are present in
the Drosophila genome (Figure 2) [45,46]. MyoID, MyoIC, and MyoIB are encoded by the Myo31DF,
Myosin61F (Myo61F), and Myosin95E (Myo95E) genes, respectively (Figure 2). These three myosin
proteins have conserved domains and motifs that are found in other myosin families, including a head
region, ATP-binding site, TH1 domain, and IQ motif (Figure 2). Myo61F or Myo95E homozygotes
without maternal contribution are viable and fertile and do not show any detectable phenotypes [45].
We generated triple homozygotes of the null mutants of all three of these genes lacking their maternal
contributions and found that they too were viable and fertile [45]. This triple mutant did not show
any detectable phenotypes except for the LR defects that were attributed to the MyoID mutation [45].
However, Myo61F enhanced the LR defect of the male genitalia rotation, suggesting that it has
a redundant role with MyoID in the LR asymmetric development of this organ (Figure 2) [45].
Interestingly, the forced expression of Myo61F has a strong sinistral activity, which reverses the
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LR asymmetry of the embryonic gut and male genitalia (Figure 2) [31,47]. Thus, under their forced
expression, MyoID and Myo61F have opposing activities in the LR asymmetric development of these
organs [31,47]. We also observed that the sinistral activity of Myo61F is independent of MyoID, given
that the LR inversion phenotype of the embryonic hindgut in a MyoID null mutant (80% LR inversion)
was further enhanced by the forced expression of Myo61F in the hindgut epithelium [45]. However,
these results are inconsistent with our finding that the Myo61F mutation enhances the LR defects
associated with the MyoID mutant, as discussed above (Figure 2) [45]. Thus, the sinistral activity of
Myo61F induced by its forced expression may not be physiological, although it was useful for dissecting
the function of the domains in MyoID and Myo61F. Experiments in which the equivalent domains of
the MyoID and Myo61F proteins were swapped revealed that the head domains but not the tail ones
are responsible for the dextral and sinistral activities of MyoID and Myo61F, respectively [10,48]. The
importance of the head region suggests that an interaction between F-actin and these myosin I proteins
has an essential role in switching the enantiomorphic states of the cell chirality. A link between F-actin
and myosin I was shown in an elegant biochemical experiment in which the motility of F-actin induced
by membrane-bound Myo1c, a mammalian homolog of Myo61F, was observed [49]. This experiment
revealed that the F-actin motility occurs along a curved path in a counterclockwise direction [49].
However, while Drosophila MyoID (Myo1D ortholog) induces this curved motility of F-actin, Drosophila
Myo61F does not [10]. Based on these observations and the finding that the forced expression of MyoID
but not Myo61F in certain tissues induces cell and organ chirality [10], it was proposed that the curved
motility of F-actin driven by MyoID is the origin of the chirality that eventually leads to cell and body
chirality. In summary, the chiral behavior of F-actin with respect to the plasma membrane may be the
source of cell chirality or a molecular switch for the enantiomorphic state of cell chirality.
In addition to myosin I family proteins, various other regulators of F-actin have been shown
to contribute to the formation of cell chirality [8,25]. For example, in mammalian cultured cells, the
level of α-actinin-1 switches the enantiomorphic state of the cell chirality [25]. The α-actinin-1 protein
binds to F-actin and induces F-actin bundle formation [50]. In zebrafish, melanophores exhibit cellular
chirality, which is recognized as a unidirectional counterclockwise rotational movement under isolated
conditions [24]. This counterclockwise rotation is suppressed by inhibiting the actin cytoskeleton
but is enhanced by inhibiting microtubules [24]. Finally, as mentioned above, in Lymnaea stagnalis,
the formin gene is mutated in individuals demonstrating disrupted cell chirality in four-cell stage
blastomeres, which leads to LR inversion of the whole body [8]. Formin family proteins bind to the
barbed end of actin filaments and nucleate actin polymerization [51]. During actin polymerization,
formin undergoes a directional rotation at the barbed end [52]. These observations together suggest
that the molecular chirality of F-actin plays a leading role in the formation of cell chirality. This is
also likely to be the case in the hindgut epithelial cells of Drosophila, although the mechanisms by
which such molecular chirality is integrated at the single-cell level remain unclear. Furthermore, the
dissolution of cell chirality may also be controlled by the regulation of F-action function. At some
points in these processes, MyoIC and MyoID can reverse the enantiomorphic state of the cell chirality.
7. Perspectives
In the LR asymmetric development of vertebrates, the LR axis is established in the embryo
through the LR asymmetric distribution of extracellular signaling molecules at an early stage, when
the embryo is still LR symmetric [53–55]. On the other hand, in Drosophila, such LR symmetry in the
distribution of signaling molecules has not been reported. Furthermore, at the early stage when the
embryo is LR symmetric, LR asymmetric gene expression has not been reported. Thus, we speculate
that the LR axis may not form in the Drosophila embryo. On the other hand, cells in various tissues
that eventually demonstrate LR asymmetry have intrinsic cell chirality in this species. These cells,
which have apical–basal polarity, are located at various positions with respect to the anterior–posterior
and dorsal–ventral axes, and their cell chirality can dictate directional LR asymmetric morphogenesis
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in individual organs in an organ-intrinsic manner. At this point, it is not clear how common this
tissue-intrinsic mechanism of LR asymmetric morphogenesis is in animal development.
Although cell chirality is broadly observed in cultured vertebrate cells, its functions have just
begun to be revealed in vitro if not in vivo in these species. Cell chirality has roles in vertebrate
LR asymmetric development in parallel with other known mechanisms, such as nodal flow and LR
asymmetric proton influx [56,57]. For example, chick cardiac cells show an intrinsic cell chirality that
is responsible for the LR asymmetry break in cardiac looping [17]. In addition, cell chirality may
be involved in the concordant organization of tissue, because the coexistence of cells with different
enantiomorphic states of cell chirality within a tissue may introduce disharmony into the tissue’s
organization. It was also found that the chirality of mammalian endothelial cells regulates the integrity
of their intercellular junctions, which affects endothelial permeability [58]. The identification of
defects caused by abnormal states of cell chirality in vertebrates is a major upcoming challenge in this
compelling field.
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